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Abstract

The thermal confinement within the confinement zone (between qczl and qcz2) of Tore

Supra ohmically heated deuterium plasmas bounded by the ergodic divertor (ED) configu-
ration is studied in a l^D analysis of the local power balance. Although the edge electron

temperature and mean electron density (ne) are both on average halved with application

of the ED, the mean electron thermal diffusivity "\e shows the same density dependence as
exhibited by standard ohmic limiter discharges, i.e., an Alcator-like inverse dependence on

(ne) at low density (Ye~2.5xlO /(ne)), and a saturation at high density. The ion thermal

transport at low to medium densities in both limiter and ED discharges is between 10 to
20 times that predicted by neoclassical theory. Comparing ED and limiter plasmas of the

same density, a strong plasma decontamination is observed, with a reduction in Zeff by
between 1.0 to 1.5. The effective decoupling of (ne) and Zeft by the ED and the invariant
behaviour of "xe imply that electron thermal transport is only weakly dependent on Zeff

in ohmic Tore Supra discharges.

Keywords: ergodic divertor, transport, confinement, thermal conductivity, confinement

scaling.
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1. Introduction

The ergodic divertor (ED) [1, 2] experiment in Tore Supra creates an ergodic layer,

well localized at the plasma edge where the field lines diffuse radially, leading to increased

particle and heat transport. The main objectives of this experiment are to reduce the

edge temperature, to decontaminate the bulk plasma, to produce a cold, dense radiative

layer, and to redistribute the wall heat load. These objectives have been verified and are

described elsewhere [2, 3], while an important stabilizing effect on the major disruption

has also been observed [4]. It has been proposed theoretically [5] (neglecting radiation)

that a strong flattening of Te within the ergodic layer (p > 0.8) should be observed, with

no effect on the electron thermal diffusivity \e
 m *^e plasma interior. Insufficient spatial

resolution however of the measured plasma profiles near the edge does not permit \e within

the ergodic layer to be derived. The goal therefore of this paper is to study the effect of

the ED on the bulk energy confinement in the 'confinement' zone between q=l and q=2.

This analysis has been performed by a l^D interpretative transport code called

LOCO that has been developed at Tore Supra for the study of local confinement in toka-

mak plasmas. The particle balance is not studied with the present version of LOCO, so

convective energy fluxes are neglected and the conductive heat fluxes assumed equal to the

total calculated heat fluxes. This assumption should lead to an overestimate of the energy

transport coefficients in the edge region only, where the particle source become significant.

This is confirmed by comparisons with the INTERMEDE code [6], which for r/a < 0.8

gives near identical results for \e(p). The radiated power loss profiles are either available

from experimental measures and input to LOCO, or else prescribed analytically, with the

magnitude of the profile determined by volume-integrated measures. For the analyses pre-

sented in this paper the radiative power losses have in fact been taken equal to zero. As

radiative losses in Tore Supra become important in an edge region of width 0.15 m (i.e.,

r/a > 0.8), this neglect also leads to an overestimate of the transport coefficients in this

region. However within the confinement region in the bulk plasma, the neglect of radiation

and the convective fluxes has little effect on the transport coefficients.

The flux surfaces, the metric coefficients and the toroidal current that are necessary

for this analysis are identified by the IDENTD code [7, S] from experimental measurements

of the poloidal flux, the poloidal magnetic field and /3<£om, and are input quantities to

LOCO. Experimental measurements for ne, T6, and T^ are then interpolated onto the flux

surfaces, the energy sources calculated, and the transport coefficients then determined

by inverting the energy equations. As only few experimental points are available to fit



an ion temperature, THiM) can a^so be calculated predictively by solving the ion energy

equation, using an ion transport coefficient that is adjusted from experience. If the plasma
is assumed to be in a stationary state (E=r)j= constant), then with the neoclassical model

for the resistivity, the measured loop voltage, and the calculated toroidal current, this

enables a profile for Zeff(p) to be derived. The profiles of the total electron and ion heat
fluxes, Zeff(p), the thermal conductivities Kej(p), and the thermal diffusivities Xe.iC/*)

are the principal outputs from LOCO.

The LOCO code is described in greater detail in section 2. The sensitivity of the

derived transport coefficients to spatial smoothing of the T6 profile, and to assumptions

made in calculating T1-(^, t) and the energy sources is discussed in section 3. Section 4

describes the effect of the ergodic divertor on ~xe and Z6 t 1 for ohmic discharges in Tore

Supra. With application of the ED the mean density drops by approximately one half and

the thermal diffusivity increases, but is still found to remain on the same curve obtained
for standard ohmic limiter discharges in Tore Supra. As the carbon content and Z^j are

simultaneously significantly reduced by the ED, a low sensitivity of the thermal diffusivity

on Zeft is demonstrated. These conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2. The LOCO Code

LOCO is the name of a recently developed 1^D timeslice program for the study of the

local confinement in Tore Supra plasmas. The particle balance is not solved for at present.

Using the standard assumptions of IjD transport codes (i.e., axisymmetry, plasma pa-
rameters are flux surface quantities, equal temperatures for all ion species) and averaging

Braginskii's conservation laws [Q] over the poloidal angle, one finds for the electron energy
equation (neglecting the convective term):

ÏJÏS-JL (v'^eT } - -1-2- \V' <W\ eK ^]-S (1)
2 F'2/3 dt v &±e) V dp [ Y Pl I e dp J ~ e ' ( '

Se = <lohm + 1add,e ~ lei ~ 9rad ' (2)

where contributions to the total electron power density source Se include the ohmic heating
power density, the power density input from external additional heating sources, the power

density loss due to electron-ion energy equipartition, and the radiated power density. The

conductive flux has been assumed in eq.(l) to be given by
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(3)

(S.I. units are assumed for all quantities in this paper except temperature in eV}.

The two geometric coefficients V' = ̂ - (the differential volume element), and (|V/o|2)

are functions only of the normalized radial coordinate p (defined in IDENT as the square

root of the normalized toroidal flux, p = ($/$a)
5) 3^d are input to LOCO from IDENT.

To evaluate the electron thermal diffusivity xe = -^e/ne' eci-(l) '1S integrated with respect

to p and then divided by the temperature gradient:

Jf [Se - KeV-a/3& (VWT6]] V'dp

The numerator of eq.(4) is the total integrated electron heat flux through the flux surface

defined by p. The time derivative term in eq.(4) is always small for the near steady-state

plasmas studied in this paper. With the assumption of full resistive current penetration

(.E^constant) the ohmic power density is calculated here from the measured loop voltage

and the IDENT calculation for the toroidal current:

_ Moop . , ,
lohm — 9 D Jident- (*>)

The Z6 ft profile, necessary for calculation of the bootstrap current Ji00J, the ion den-

sity n,-, the neoclassical resistivity rjnc [10, 11], and the neoclassical ion thermal conductiv-

ity K™ [12], is given either analytically, using average values obtained from spectroscopic

or Bremsstrahlung measurements, or else a profile may be derived by LOCO as follows.

Using the IDENT calculation of the toroidal current profile Jident an<^ *^e assumption of
full resistive diffusion of the profile, a profile Zeff(p) is found that gives rjnc equal to the

experimental resistivity, i.e.:

, Te(p)) = [jidendp) -Hoot (Ze!f(p}}}~ • (6)

As rjnc and Jb00t are complicated functions of Zett, the roots of eq.(6) for a given p must

evidently be found computationally. The total ion density n,-(p) is calculated from ,ie and

the definition for Zejf, assuming for example (as for this paper) a single carbon impurity
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species of charge 6. The bootstrap current Ji3001 is given by an interpolating formula [13]

that in the limit of zero collisionality (i/+e —> O) reduces to the Hirshman expression [14,

15], and in the limit e -+ O reduces to the finite collisionality result [16]. With the modest

pressure gradients achievable during ohmic Tore Supra discharges, / JbootdA is typically

just a few percent of the total current. For example, before ED operation J JbootdA = 35kA

for shot 6189 in Figure 2 (7p = 1.5MA, (ne)=3.4xl019m~3), while with the drop in density

at the commencement of the ED, this falls to 21 kA.

3. Sensitivity of the Transport Coefficients

For ohmic discharges the main uncertainties in the electron transport coefficients

derived by the power balance method (i.e. using eq.(4)) arise from the assumptions made

in predicting T^ and the equipartition losses, and from uncertainties in the the gradient

of the fitted electron temperature profile. The fitted electron temperature and density

profiles in LOCO are solutions of the linear system obtained by miniraizing the functional

S [7] (i.e., requiring VT = O), where:

(7)

and Zj is the temperature/density at the it h mesh point. In the case of the electron density

(a;,- = ne(p{)) the rrij correspond to Thomson scattering measurements [17] for ne, and the

£fc to line-integrated interferometric measurements [18] for / n dl. The prescribed constant

KI, which can vary between O and 1, allows the weight given to each of these measurements

to vary. For the case of the electron temperature profile the Thomson scattering diagnostic

provides the only measurement, and K1 is set to 1. The third regularization term of the

functional S is proportional to the mean of the square of the curvature of the fitted curve,

and ensures the problem is well-posed, as well as smoothing the fitted curve. By increasing

the constant coefficient «2 (normalized here by the cube of the mesh spacing A), the

curvature of the fitted profiles is reduced, while the deviation of the fitted profile from

the measured values is simultaneously increased. The first row of the matrix obtained by

minimizing eq.(7) is also modified in such a way that physically reasonable profiles with

zero gradient at the origin are obtained.

The sensitivity of the electron thermal diffusivity to the smoothing parameter «2 is

now examined, using for this study the electron temperature measures given in Figure 2(a)
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at a typical instant during limiter operation. The mean value xe within the confinement

region, defined here by

Jp

P1 = max(p(ç=1.25),0.4) ,
, Xe(p}dp, (B)
Pi P2 =min(p(?=1.75),0.8) ,

is plotted in Figure 1 as afunction of «2 (with a logarithmic scale for «2). For the discharges

analysed in this paper qa ~, 2.9, and pj is therefore typically in the range 0.56-0.60, and

P2~0.75-0.76. ~xe increases rapidly as K% is reduced below 2.0 since the precise fit then

achieved leads to a weak T6 gradient near p~0.6, and a local maximum in Xe(p) that

dominates the mean value. With «2 larger than 2xl02 and TJ=O imposed at /?=0, Te(p)

begins to tend toward the limiting form of a least-square line with gradient zero everywhere,

so X6 begins to increase again for K% large. Within the range 2.0 < K% <2xl02 the average

value of Xe varies little, and it's temporal variation during steady-state conditions is also

a minimum. The same form for the dependence of "xe with «2 '1S observed in many other

ohmic Tore Supra shots, during both limiter and ED operation. For the following analysis,

a value at the beginning of the plateau in Figure 1 has been chosen: «2=3.5.

The other main source of uncertainty in Xe (P) comes from the equipartition term in

the energy equation. It becomes important at high density, and depends sensitively on the

ion temperature profile. The spatial measures of T$ available for the ED shots analysed

here are insufficient to fit a T.- profile, so LOCO predicts Tj(p, t) by solving the ion energy

equation:

3 nj d /y/2/3,^ _ ! d \vi / Ir7n^ \ „„ dTi] , „
2^2/3 di V eTi) ~ v*Tp [v \|Vp| / eAfap~] + ««".••

~
,

where

J_£^_

The calculation is started from a given initial profile; e.g., 2f(p, O) = 0.9Te(p,0). The ion

thermal conductivity K^ appearing in eq.(9) is assumed to be the sum of the neoclassi-

cal value K?c [12] and an anomalous value, assumed here for simplicity to be spatially

independent, i.e.:
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The anomalous value Kf n is adjusted until the predicted ion temperature fits the available

charge-exchange measures [19] for T{. Analysis of several ohmic shots shows that at low

density the necessary Kfn is about 0.3-0.4 times the mean value of K6 obtained within

the confinement region, while at high density this increases to Q.5Ke. In the case where

no reliable Tj measures are available (f of the shots analysed in the following section), we

are therefore lead to choose:

Kf" = aiKe , QI = 0.4 . (12)

A'e is a derived quantity, indirectly dependent on Kfn through the equipartition term, so

the above choice for Kfn necessitates more than one iteration to obtain a final value for

K6. The effect on Xe °f ^he choice made for QJ is examined in the following section, and

is shown to be significant only at high density. The ansatz A',- = ot^K™ (with «2 a ̂ ree

parameter) has been tried in place of eq.(ll) for several shots, and reasonable agreement

between predicted and measured T,- can also be obtained with a% chosen correctly. At

low to medium densities large values for a>2 between 10 to 20 are required to give the

correct axial temperatures, although the exact value varies widely from shot to shot. At

high densities ((ne) >3xlO m ) Qt^ falls to around 4 or 5, although in this case the ion

temperature is closely coupled to the electron temperature by the equipartition term, the

TJ profile is insensitive to A',-, and uncertainties in a% (or K f n ) become large.

4. Electron Thermal Transport During ED Operation

In May 1991 a series of experiments with ohmic heating only and fixed current

(Ip=1.5l MA, 5^=3.37 T, ^=2.38 m, a=0.74 m, ^=2.9) were performed at varying

plasma density, plasma composition and ED coil current to examine the effect of the ED

on impurity decontamination of the plasma. Nine deuterium discharges at different den-

sity have been selected here to analyse the change in the bulk transport properties when

the ED is switched on halfway through the current plateau. As explained in the previous

section, K^—3.5 has been chosen for regularization of the T6 profiles, and IJ predicted using

eq.(9). The input ohmic power density and the profile for Z6 ff have both been calculated

using the measured loop voltage and the IDENT profile for the toroidal current density.

Figure 2 shows several plasma quantities obtained by LOCO at two different times

during the current plateau of one of these discharges, Tore Supra shot 6189, Profiles given

by the dashed lines correspond to an instant just prior to application of the ergodic divertor,

with the plasma bounded by the outboard limiter, while solid lines correspond to an instant



two seconds after commencement of the ED. The electron and ion temperature profiles and

the electron and total ion density profiles derived by LOCO are shown in Figures 2(a) and

2(b) respectively. The large reduction in density ((ne) falls from 3.4xl019 to 1.4xl019m~3)

with application of the ED is explained [2] by t,he increased wall-pumping of the deuterium

due to the increased connection of the plasma to the wall. For all the shots investigated the

shape of the profile ne(p)/ne(0) in the bulk plasma is approximately constant, implying

that particle diffusion and the pinch velocity in this region are little changed by the ED.

Comparing the electron temperature profiles, one notes that Te(p) is more peaked

after application of the ED, with a reduction by one half at the last experimental point

measured, and an increase in Te in the plasma interior. This peaking is due to the combined

effect of a reduction in the equipartition losses, and a reduction in Ke in the confinement

region (see below), both resulting from the ED-induced density decrease. For shots at

lower density the same edge reduction is obtained, but T6 is then reduced across the whole

plasma cross-section, since in this case the equipartition losses are negligible and Ke is

unchanged in the confinement zone. The ion temperature profiles, predicted by choosing

Kfn to give matching to the experimental Tj measures, are also shown in Figure 2(a).

The neoclassical and anomalous ion thermal conductivites thus obtained are compared

(on a logarithmic scale) in Figure 2(c). Between p=0 and /9=0.2 for both limiter and ED,

Kfc(p) drops rapidly to about one fifth of it's axial value as the plasma moves from the

plateau-banana regime to the banana regime (e.g., for the solid curve i/^i(p=0)~0.6, and

i/,,-(0.2-*0.8)~0.05). The reduction in K™(p) by a factor 0.15-0.25 with commencement

of the ED divertor is due principally to the reduced density (since K™c oc n? in the

banana regime). The values for Kfn necessary to predict the measured T,- are, within the

confinement region, 17 times the neoclassical value at the lower density, and about 5 times

greater at the higher density.

The profiles of the electron thermal conductivity K6 (p) and diffusivity \e (p), derived

for the same shot using eq.(4), are shown in Figure 2(d) between /o=0.4 and /7=0.8. For

/><0.4 the Te profile becomes flat, and \e cannot be predicted with any reliability in this

region. The dominant effect of sawtoothing in this region (p(g=l) = 0.43) also makes any

attempt at determination of a steady-state transport coefficient here invalid without better

spatial resolution, and without increasing the temporal resolution. The shapes of the two

profiles with either limiter or ED operation are generally not very different, although the

magnitude of K6 decreases significantly, and that of Xe increases with application of the

ED. This change cannot be disassociated from the different electron densities in the two

cases; an Alcator scaling for example qualitatively predicts such behaviour. The mean
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values of Xe(P) m the confinement zone, averaged over three times preceding, and three

times following application of the ED are therefore plotted in Figure 3 as a function of the

volume averaged density (ne) for each of the shots analysed. Since the density rapidly falls

with the ED, attaining a new equilibrium value after a few hundred ms with a mean value

on average 0.5 times that prior to the ED, the ED points are all located at low to medium

density. The thermal diffusivity increases with the ED, but as is apparent in Figure 3 this

is due solely to the reduction in density, since the same value for "xe is recovered as that

obtained in standard ohmic discharges at lower density. The electron thermal diffusivities

obtained during limiter and ED operation lie on the same universal curve, and it can

be concluded that electron heat, transport within the confinement zone is not affected by

action of the ergodic divertor.

The three error bars given in Figure 3 show the effect of varying the value of the

prescribed anomalous ion thermal conductivity Kfn . If ot\ in eq.(12) is doubled from 0.4

to 0.8 for example, the reduced ion temperature leads to an increase in the equipartition

term and a corresponding decrease in ~\e , with an 4% change at low density, and a 33%

reduction at 3.5xl019 m~3. Conversely with ot\ halved to 0.2, ~xe is then increased by

the amounts shown in Figure 3. The envelope of temporal variation in ~xe is also given in

Figure 3 (dashed lines), and provides a second estimate of the possible error in ~xe.

Despite the 20-30% range of uncertainty for "xe , an Alcator-like inverse dependence

of "xe on (ne) is evident for densities less than 2.2x10 m , while a saturation close

to 1.0m s is observed at high density. Possible mechanisms for this saturation of the

electron confinement are discussed elsewhere [2O]. A reasonable fit to the data is provided

by the solid curve plotted in Figure 3, i.e.:

_ / 2.5 XlO 1 VK), KX 2.2 x 1019 ;

* e ~\1 .0 , K) > 2.2 x 1019 . ( '

A smooth transition between the two regimes in Figure 3 is also ensured. Recalling that,

Kfn was found in section 3 to be approximately proportional to the electron thermal

conductivity, Kfn = <*i{ne)xe with ~\e given by eq.(13) is used to define the ion thermal

conductivity in the cases where A',- cannot be predicted due to the lack of experimental T±

measures. It has been suggested [21] that the inverse dependence of Xe with ne proposed

here and by other authors [22, 23] is in fact a masked Zeff dependence, since Zeff is

generally a decreasing function of density. However as will be demonstrated shortly, the

ED breaks this correlation of Zefj with ne, and this hypothsis becomes untenable for Tore

Supra with the invariable behaviour of \e demonstrated in Figure 3.
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Typical profiles for Zefj during limiter and ED operation derived using eq.(6) are

compared in Figure 2(e). It should be recalled that the main assumptions in this derivation

are constant toroidal electric field, and the neoclassical model for the plasma resistivity.

Despite the apparent reduction in Zeff near the plasma edge with ED, no clear conclusion

in this region is possible since with the increasing relative uncertainties in Te and Jifant

when these quantities become small, the temporal variation and errors in Zett near the

edge are large. Inside p=Q.S little difference is observed between the Zetf profiles prior

to, and during ED operation in all the shots studied, although the spatial mean Zeff in

the confinement region is generally observed to increase by a small amount with the ED.

As the mean electron density is simultaneously reduced by a large amount, a signification

plasma decontamination by the ED can be inferred. This is illustrated in Figure 4 where

the density dependence of Zeff is compared for limiter and ED operation. A typical

trajectory of Ze rt with commencement of the ED is also shown. Considering plasmas of

the same density Zeff is reduced by between 1 to 1.5. Curves of an identical form have

been obtained previously [2] using spectroscopic measurements and an impurity transport

code, although Zeff calculated in this fashion generally shows a small systematic reduction

when compared with that obtained here (e.g., crosses in Figure 4). The reduction in total

impurity content can be attributed in part to the reduction in carbon impurity [2] due

to the reduced edge temperature and wall sputtering. The inverse dependence of Zett

with (ne) in ohmic limiter plasmas is a classical result [2, 24, 25); a similar behaviour

with the ED is also obtained. Despite the reduction in Zeff by the ED when compared to

limiter plasmas of the same density, no change is evident (within the range of experimental

uncertainty) in the behaviour of \e m Figure 3. It can be concluded that the electron

thermal transport in the confinement region of ohmically heated plasmas in Tore Supra

is only weakly dependent on Zett. Preliminary comparisons of 'dirty' and 'clean' ohmic

discharges in Tore Supra [20] (without ED) also seem to confirm the weak dependence of

X6 with Zeff.

The above result is in contradiction with the JET scaling [21] for ^6, derived from a

sawtooth heat-pulse propagation analysis, where \e scaling as Z^P* but independent of ne

is proposed. As has been previously observed however [26], the XeP derived from heat pulse

analysis (corresponding to the incremental heat diffusivity xmc=dq/d(nVT}) is a different

quantity from the power balance result of LOCO, and it is perhaps invalid to make this

comparison. It can be noted thp.t TFTR [22] also find a l/ne scaling of Xe-> although a

separate Z e f t dependence was not investigated, while FT in a preliminary analysis [23]

find XeP~ZJ?A.'rajT0'6, in agreement with the result here. Further analysis to understand
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these these discrepancies seems necessary.

5. Conclusions

The strong increase in plasma transport due to the ED is expected to be localized

within a narrow layer close to the plasma edge, but as Tore Supra plasma diagnostics

are unable to spatially resolve profiles on this scale, the plasma transport in this region

cannot be derived experimentally. An analysis of the effect of the ED on electron thermal

confinement in the confinement zone of ohmic discharges in Tore Supra has therefore been

presented. The convective heat flux and radiated power losses only become important for

p > 0.8 and within the confinement zone can be safely neglected. Application of the ED

is observed to have a strong effect on the bulk electron density, with the reduced particle

confinement time in the edge and the increased connection to the wall and increased wall-

pumping on the deuterium leading to a rapid drop in (ne) and a final value on average one

half that present prior to the ED. The electron temperature is invariably halved at the edge

for the shots analysed here, while T6 in the interior is reduced at low density, and increased

at high density. This difference in behaviour is explained by the significant reductions in

the equipartition losses and in K6 (within the confinement zone) that are observed with ED

operation at higher density. The low spatial resolution of the measured ion temperature

does not permit the ion thermal transport to be derived directly, so the ion energy equation

is solved predictively, adjusting Xj until agreement between the predicted and measured

TI is obtained. The ion thermal conductivity is never found to be neoclassical. For low

to medium densities Kj is 10 to 20 times that predicted by neoclassical theory. At high

density a value about 5 times the neoclassical result is obtained, but due to the strong

coupling of Ti to T6 by the equipartition term at high density, the predicted TI becomes

insensitive to the choice for Kj, and the uncertainty in A',- (and K6) is large.

Within the confinement zone the mean value of the electron thermal diffusivity xe is

generally increased with application of the ED, although the profile shape is roughly the

same. This increase is associated with the reduction in electron density, since "\s with ED

shows the same inverse dependence with (ne) at low density Q£e~2.5xl019/{ne}) that is

exhibited by standard ohmic dicharges in Tore Supra. A saturation of ~xe [20] close to a

value 1.Om2S"1 is observed for (ne) > 2.2xl019m~3. The profile of Z6ff(p), derived from

the neoclassical resistivity model using the toroidal current profile and the assumption

of constant toroidal electric field, shows little change within the confinement zone on

application of the ED. As the electron density is simultaneous7./ halved, a considerable

plasma decontamination can be inferred. For both limiter and ED, an inverse dependence
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of the mean value Z6ff with (ne) is apparent. Identical behaviour is obtained for Z6//

derived from spectroscopic measures. Comparing limiter and ED plasmas of the same
density, the large decrease in Z&ff by between 1 to 1.5, and the invariable behaviour of
Xg imply that xe is only weakly dependent on Z6//' The decoupling of Zeff and electron

density by the ED also confirms that the l/ne dependence of Xe IS no* 'in ̂ ac* due *° *he
inverse dependence of Z6// with ne.
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Figures

Figure 1. The mean value of \e(f>) within the confinement zone, plotted as a function

of the smoothing factor «2 applied to the electron temperature profile (using

the Xe(ft) profile during limiter operation in Figure 2(d)). The choice ^=S-S
made for the analysis of section 4 is indicated.

Figure 2. Radial profiles of several plasma quantities obtained during steady-state con-

ditions in an ohmic, deuterium discharge (shot 6189) in Tore Supra. Dashed

lines correspond to an instant with the plasma bounded by the outboard

limiter, and solid lines to profiles observed later in the same discharge, two

seconds after application of the ergodic divertor.

(a) The fitted profiles for the electron temperature, and predicted profiles

for the ion temperature plotted as a function of the normalized radial

coordinate p. Crosses give the Thomson scattering measures from which

the Tg profile during ED operation has been obtained, and the circles

correspond to the two charge-exchange measures for T,- available for this

jhot.

(b) The fitted electron density profiles, and the total ion density profiles ob-

tained from the derived Zert profiles. The Thomson scattering measures

for jze are also shown.

(c) The neoclassical ion thermal conductivities Kfc (plotted on a logarith-

mic scale) and the additional (assumed constant) values for Kfn found

necessary to produce the Tj profiles in (a).

(d) Calculated profiles of the electron thermal conductivity Ke(p) and the

electron thermal diffusivity \e(p).

(e) Profiles of Zeff derived using eq.(6).

Figure 3. The hollow circles give, as a function of the volume-averaged density (ne),

spatially and temporally averaged values for Xe obtained from several ohmi-

cally heated limiter discharges in Tore-Supra. The solid circles show "\e for

the same discharges after commencement of the ergodic divertor. The points

lie on a common curve (solid line) which exhibits Alcator-like behaviour at

low density C\e~2.5xl019/(?ze)), although a saturation Ye=I-OiO-Sm2S-1 is

observed at high density. The error bars show the effect on "\e of doubling or

halving the specified value for A""", while the range of temporal variation in

"\g is contained within the envelope given by the dotted lines.
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Figure 4. The mean value within the confinement zone of the Zeff profiles derived using

eq.(6) for the same set of discharges as in Figure 3. The hollow circles cor-

respond to limiter discharges, and solid points to Zeff at later times during

application of the ED. A typical trajectory of Zeff with application of the

ED shows the generally observed small increase in Zeff, and the simultaneous

large reduction in (ne). The crosses compare Zett calculated using spectro-

scopic measures and an impurity transport code for one of the discharges.
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